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THEoRETICAL BACKGRoUND
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based﻿on﻿the﻿basic﻿fact﻿that﻿life﻿insurance﻿business﻿has﻿a﻿unique﻿nature;﻿it﻿uses﻿the﻿lifecycle﻿reference﻿


















Association of eWoM and tWoM With Trust
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Matute﻿et﻿al.﻿(2016),﻿and﻿Tseng﻿&﻿Lee﻿(2016),﻿and﻿the﻿variables﻿were﻿developed﻿through﻿a﻿media﻿








A﻿ total﻿ of﻿ 430﻿ questionnaires﻿were﻿ feasible﻿ and﻿ declared﻿ good﻿ for﻿ the﻿ analysis﻿ process.﻿The﻿
























Figure 1. eWOM model
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Table 1. Factor loading of measurement items























Source: Data Analysis, 2017
Table 2. Reliability and discriminant validity
Variables No. of Items
Composit 
Reliabiliy tWOM eWOM Trust
Buying 
Decision
tWOM 4 0.87 0.81
eWOM 5 0.85 0.53 0.70
Trust 5 0.84 0.52 0.68 0.74
Buying﻿Decision 4 0.83 0.22 0.42 0.36 0,73
Note: The Main Diagonal is AVE
Source: Data Analysis, 2017
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media﻿ is﻿ able﻿ to﻿ place﻿ eWOM﻿as﻿ a﻿ strong﻿ predictor﻿ of﻿ consumers’﻿ trust.﻿ Through﻿ eWOM,﻿ a﻿
consumer’s﻿trust﻿is﻿formed﻿by﻿various﻿kinds﻿of﻿information﻿conveyed﻿by﻿consumers﻿who﻿have﻿had﻿
Table 3. Hypothesis testing
Hypothesis Est. C.R Probability Result
H1: tWOM﻿→﻿Trust 0.090 2.060 0.039 Supported
H2: eWOM→﻿Trust 0.652 6.100 0.000 Supported
H3: Trust﻿→﻿Buying﻿Decision 0.399 4.600 0,001 Supported
Source: Data Analysis, 2017
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main﻿ forming﻿ elements﻿ of﻿ the﻿ eWOM﻿when﻿ compared﻿with﻿ references﻿ to﻿ insurance﻿ rates.﻿The﻿
respondents﻿believed﻿that﻿non-price﻿facilities﻿are﻿the﻿main﻿references﻿that﻿serve﻿as﻿the﻿basis﻿of﻿trust﻿
in﻿life﻿insurance﻿services.﻿In﻿other﻿words,﻿cheap﻿price﻿is﻿not﻿a﻿reason﻿grant﻿trust.﻿This﻿study﻿suggests﻿











The Factors Influencing Buying Decisions
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This﻿ study﻿ suggests﻿ that﻿management﻿of﻿ life﻿ insurance﻿ companies﻿ should﻿not﻿ only﻿ focus﻿on﻿
building﻿trust﻿from﻿the﻿tWOM﻿side.﻿Along﻿with﻿the﻿rapid﻿development﻿of﻿information﻿technology,﻿
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